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A B S T R A C T

Incorporation of nanoparticles into polymer matrix allows the development of new features that differs from the
pure materials. In this research, magnetic nanoparticles reinforced organic biodegradable polymer matrix based
biocompatible nanocomposite films were fabricated. This work covered, synthesis of Iron (Fe) and Iron oxide (α-
Fe2O3) nanoparticles by chemical reduction and sol-gel method respectively, fabrication of Fe/Polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA)/Chitosan and α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan nanocomposites by solvent casting method, and evaluation and
comparison of their mechanical properties to find the superior biocompatible nanocomposite. The X-ray dif-
fraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) analysis con-
firmed the size, structure, morphology and formation of Fe and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. Magnetic study showed
that, synthesized α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle possess better magnetic properties than the Fe nanoparticle. The Fourier-
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra confirmed the successful interaction of Fe and α-Fe2O3 nano-
particles with the polymer matrix. The Iron oxide dispersed (16.67 wt%) nanocomposite α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan
showed highest tensile strength and elastic modulus that is respectively 45% and 40% higher than the PVA
polymer alone. This novel nanocomposite may potentially be useful in various biomedical applications.

Introduction

Magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) have gained considerable attention
due to its unique properties over bulk materials and easy controllability
by magnetic field [1]. For instance, magnetic iron (Fe) nanoparticles
have a huge potential for biomedical applications including drug de-
livery, cell labeling, hyperthermia treatments and MRI contrast agents
[2]. Among the other iron oxides, hematite (α-Fe2O3) is most stable and
popular candidate because of its excellent corrosion resistance, cheap
production coast, biocompatibility, eco-friendly as well as non-toxicity
properties [3,4]. Besides this, hematite nanoparticle has extensive
surface to-volume ratio, therefore they possess high surface energies
[5]. To take the advantage of these significant properties, nanoparticles
can be reinforced into polymer matrices to increase their application
along with physio-chemical properties [6,7].

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) has been widely utilized in biomedical
applications such as drug delivery systems, contact lenses, artificial
heart surgery, and wound dressings [8], cartilage replacements [9],

surgical threads [10], owing to its specific properties such as non-
toxicity, variety of molecular weights, high oxygen permeability, bio-
degradability and good interactions with metal oxide nanoparticles
[11–15]. However, PVA possess very less mechanical strength. To
overcome this major drawback, it should be chemically cross-linked/
blended with other hydrophilic materials to induce mechanical stabi-
lity. Chitosan is composed of 2-amino-2-deoxy-β-d-glucan, a linear
polysaccharide can be dissolved easily in water [16]. Amino groups of
Chitosan provide a hydrophilic environment compatible with the bio-
molecules. Also, modification of pendants on chitosan provides sig-
nificant advantages in biomedical applications, as for instance bio-
sensors [17], hyperthermia treatment, tissue engineering [1,18,19],
enzymatic assays [20], drug delivery [21], magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) [22], cell separation [23], and clinical diagnostics because of
their biodegradability and good biocompatibility. Among the various
hydrophilic biopolymers, Chitosan has biocompatibility, excellent film-
forming ability, high chemical modification responsivity, non-toxicity,
high water permeability, cost-effectiveness etc. [17]. In order to
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improve mechanical properties of both PVA and Chitosan polymers,
they could be blended/chemically crosslinked for obtaining flexible and
mechanically stable composite material.

Generally, the reinforcement of nano-particles into the polymer
matrix enhances the mechanical, dimensional and thermal stabilities of
the host polymer matrix. In previous studies, α-Fe2O3/(PVA+PEG)
composites were fabricated to investigate optical and electrical prop-
erties [24], α-Fe2O3/Chitosan composites were fabricated to investigate
antibacterial activity [25], α-Fe2O3/Chitosan composites were fabri-
cated to investigate dye decolourization properties [26], Fe2O3/PVA
composites were fabricated to investigate thermal properties [27],
Fe3O4/Chitosan/PVA fibers were fabricated to investigate electrical,
mechanical, and magnetic properties [28], and Fe2O3/PAN composites
were fabricated to investigate optical properties [29]. According to
previous reports, most work in this field has been done to fabricate
Fe2O3 dispersed PVA or Chitosan individually. Also, less importance

was given to evaluate the mechanical properties. Therefore, the main
objective of this work is to fabricate novel natural (Chitosan)-synthetic
(PVA) hybrid polymer matrix nanocomposites using magnetic Fe and α-
Fe2O3 nanoparticles as reinforcement. According to the advantages and
scopes discussed above, these newly fabricated composites could be
used in biomedical sectors.

In this work, the magnetic Fe and α-Fe2O3 were synthesized by
chemical reduction method and sol-gel method respectively. The syn-
thesized nanoparticles were investigated with XRD, SEM, EDS and
impedance analyzer to determine their structural, morphological,
compositional, and magnetic properties respectively. Then, Fe nano-
particles dispersed Fe/PVA, Fe/PVA/Chitosan as well as α-Fe2O3 na-
noparticles dispersed α-Fe2O3/PVA, α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan hybrid
polymer nanocomposites were fabricated by solvent casting method.

Fig. 1. (A) Schematic presentation of synthesis of
Iron nanoparticles by chemical reduction method:
(a) drop wise mixing of ferric chloride hydrate and
sodium borohydride solution, (b) formation of black
powder, (c) filtration of produced product, (d) va-
cuum oven drying, (e) grinding of the obtained
product, and (f) synthesized Fe nanoparticles. (B)
Schematic presentation of synthesis of Iron oxide
nanoparticles by sol-gel method: (g) drop wise
mixing of iron nitrate and hydrated citric acid so-
lution at 70 °C, (h) formation of Iron oxide gel, (i)
drying to remove solution, (j) annealing of the pro-
duced product, (k) grinding of the obtained product,
and (l) synthesized α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. (C)
Schematic presentation of fabrication of polymer
blended nanocomposite films by solvent casting
method: (m) dissolution of PVA, (n) dissolution of
Chitosan in addition of acetic acid, (o) addition of
nanoparticles, (p) drying and casting into glass
frame, and (q) fabricated polymer nanocomposite
film.

Fig. 2. Nanocomposite films from (a) PVA, (b) Fe/PVA, (c) α-Fe2O3/PVA, (d)
Fe/PVA/Chitosan, and (e) α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan.

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of (a) Fe and (b) α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles.
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FTIR analysis was done to investigate the binding nature of nano-
particles with PVA and Chitosan matrix. Additionally, tensile test was
carried out to make a comparative statement on the mechanical prop-
erties such as tensile strength, elongation and elastic modulus of the
fabricated novel nanocomposites.

Materials and methods

Materials

Ferric chloride hydrate (≥98%) was purchased from Loba

Fig. 4. Variation of α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle sizes with (a) specific surface area (SSA), (b) lattice strain, (c) dislocation density (DD), and (d) crystallites/surface area (N).

Fig. 5. SEM pictures of (a) iron (Fe) and (b) iron oxide (α-Fe2O3) nanoparticles with corresponding particle size distribution chart.
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Chemicals, India, Sodium borohydride (≥95%), Iron nitrate (≥98%),
Citric acid (≥99.5%), Polyvinyl alcohol (≥98%), Acetic acid (1M)
were purchased from Merck, India, and Chitosan, (C6H11NO4)n was

supplied by Institution of Radiation and Polymer Technology (IRPT),
Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission. All chemicals were used as
received.

Synthesis of iron (Fe) nanoparticles

Two different solution were used to synthesize Iron nanoparticle
following chemical reduction method [30], as illustrated in
Fig. 1(a)–(f). For one solution, 1.35 g of hydrated ferric chloride
(FeCl3·6H2O, ≥98%) was dissolved into 40ml deionized water. For
other solution, 0.95 g of sodium borohydride (NaBH4, ≥95%) was

Table 1
Nanoparticle sizes from XRD and SEM analysis.

Nanoparticle types XRD calculation SEM measurement

Fe nanoparticles 8.305 nm 27.929 nm
α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles 18.55 nm 27.975 nm

Fig. 6. EDS spectrum and distribution of element for (a) Iron (Fe) nanoparticles, and (b) Iron oxide (Fe2O3) nanoparticles.
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dissolved into 10ml deionized water. Then both solutions were mixed
up drop wise, while maintaining vigorous stirring by magnetic stirrer.
During mixing, instantaneously (less than 1 s) black powder was pro-
duced. At the end of the reaction, through filtration process produced
particles were isolated from the solution. The filtered product was then
dried in vacuum oven. Later, the product was grinded to get light
reddish brown Fe nanoparticles powder.

Synthesis of iron oxide (α-Fe2O3) nanoparticles

The magnetic Iron oxide nanoparticle was synthesized by the sol-gel
method [31–34], as illustrated in Fig. 1(g)–(l). As a precursor solution,
200ml (0.1 M) of iron nitrate (Fe (NO3)3·9H2O, ≥98%) was used and
gelated by addition of 800ml (0.1M) of mono hydrated citric acid
(C6H8O7·H2O, ≥99.5) solution as ligand molecules, and distilled water
as the solvent. The iron salt solution was mixed drop wise to the citric
acid solution, while the solution stirred vigorously. After mixing, the
temperature of the solution was raised up to 70 °C, vigorous stirring was
maintained until the gel was formed. Later, temperature was increased

to evaporate the remaining water for drying the gel and the dried gel
was annealed at temperature of 300 °C. After drying, the powder was
grinded by mortar and pestle, typically yielding 1.5 g of dark reddish
brown Fe2O3 nanoparticles.

Fabrication of nanodispersed polymer composite films

Nanocomposite films were fabricated by solvent casting method, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(m)–(q). At first, 7 gm PVA was dissolved in 100ml
deionized water at 70 °C with vigorous stirring. After that, in the so-
lution 3 gm chitosan was added while maintaining vigorous stirring
without changing the temperature. To assist the solubility of chitosan in
water, 2 ml 1M Acetic acid was added to the mixture. When chitosan
was dissolved completely, nanoparticles (Fe or α-Fe2O3) were added in
the liquid polymer blend to ensure proper mixing. Finally, removing the
air bubbles, produced during stirring, the mixture was cast into a silica
paper covered flat glass mold and dried overnight using dehumidifier.
Fabricated film thickness (0.4 mm) was measured using Digital Vernier
Caliper (Mitutoyo, Series: 500, Japan). Because of the high aspect ratio
of the nanoparticles, the concentration (wt.%) of the nanoparticles in
the fabricated composite were selected to be 2%, 5%, 9% and 16.67%
respectively. Fabricated nanocomposite films from PVA, Fe/PVA, α-
Fe2O3/PVA, Fe/PVA/Chitosan, and α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan are shown
in Fig. 2.

Materials characterization

Phase analysis was carried out using EMMA XRD-6000 X-ray dif-
fractometer which was equipped with Ni-filtered CuKα radiation
(λ=1.5406 Å). The diffractometer was operated with 2° diverging and
receiving slits at 50 kV and 40mA. A continuous scan was carried out
with a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 0.2 s. From XRD peaks, the
particle size of both Fe and α-Fe2O3 was calculated using Debye-Sherrer
equation [35–38]. The surface morphology of the nanoparticle was
observed using SEM (HITACHI S-3400N), operated at 5 kV. The particle
size of both Fe and α-Fe2O3 was also calculated from SEM image using
ImageJ software [39]. EDS was used for elemental analysis. The dis-
tribution of element on the materials surface was also analyzed. The
same sample, used for SEM, was investigated using EDS. The chemical
composition and the metal-polymer bonding nature were confirmed by
analyzing FTIR spectra. For taking FTIR peaks using Perkin Elmer
Frontier FTIR Spectrometer, fabricated samples were placed onto a zinc
selenide crystal, and the analysis was performed within the spectral
region of 400–4000 cm−1 with 64 scans recorded at a 4 cm−1 resolu-
tion. The data was then analyzed using Perking Elmer Spectrum software.
The impedance of the toroid shaped samples at room temperature was
measured with the Hewlett Packard (4291A) Impedance Analyzer in the
frequency range 1 kHz to 120MHz. From these data, frequency de-
pendent real permeability was calculated. The produced Fe/PVA/
Chitosan and α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan nanocomposite films were care-
fully cut into rectangles (8× 2 in.2) and mechanical properties such as
tensile strength, elastic modulus, and elongation of the composite films
were measured using Universal Testing Machine TINIUS OLSEN H50KS
(TX1091) with an approach speed of 20mm/min with 20mm gauze
length.

Results and discussion

XRD studies of Fe and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles

The crystal structure and the phase composition of the produced
iron and iron oxide nanoparticles were identified by XRD powder
analysis. Fig. 3 shows the XRD patterns of synthesized iron and iron
oxide nanoparticles respectively. Although the peaks of iron nano-
particles were not sharp, a broadened peak was observed at 48.34°. The
corresponding crystal plane and d-spacing were found (1 1 0) and

Table 2
Comparison of atomic mass percentage for Fe and α-Fe2O3 obtained from EDS
with theoretical values.

Nanoparticle
sample

Elements Atomic mass percentage (%) from EDX
spectra

Theoretical
value

Point
1

Point
2

Point
3

Average

Fe Fe 100 100 100 100 100

α-Fe2O3 Fe 67.48 68.74 67.95 68.06 70
O 32.52 31.26 32.05 31.94 30

Fig. 7. Frequency dependent real permeability of iron and iron oxide nano-
particles.

Table 3
Characteristic absorption of Iron, Iron oxide nanoparticles, PVA, Chitosan
matrix.

Absorbing group Absorption position

Characteristic Absoption of Nanoparticles
Iron nanoparticles 478.06 cm−1, 562.10 cm−1 and

693.68 cm−1

Hematite (Fe2O3) 523.78 cm−1 and 436.21 cm−1

Characteristic Absoption of PVA
Stretching vibration of O–H

absorption
3272.45 cm−1

Asymmetric stretching of CeH 2922.48 cm−1

Symmetric stretching of CeH 2853.92 cm−1

Characteristic Absoption of Chitosan
Stretching vibration of amino group 1377.89 cm−1, 3274.87 cm−1

Stretching of CeH 2920.79 cm−1
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0.19 nm respectively. This indicates that the produced light reddish
brown powder is cubic α-Fe [30,40,41]. The iron oxide nanoparticles
have common peak at 24.12° (0 1 2), 32.66° (1 0 4), 35.12° (1 1 0),
40.36° (1 1 3), 49.02° (0 2 4), 53.56° (1 1 6), 57.1° (0 1 8), 61.86° (2 1 4),
63.32° (3 0 0) and 71.18° (1010). The calculated d-spacings are 0.37,
0.27, 0.26, 0.22, 0.19, 0.17, 0.16, 0.15, 0.15 and 0.13 nm respectively
which are in agreement with those of the standard XRD pattern of α-
Fe2O3 [42]. This confirms that the synthesized dark reddish-brown iron
oxide nanoparticles are hexagonal hematite (α-Fe2O3) phase [43,44].
The particles size of Fe was found to be 8.31 nm as well as for α-Fe2O3 it
was ranged from 8.47 nm to 26.06 nm with an average of 18.55 nm.
The Fig. 4(a) shows the variation of specific surface area (SSA) with α-
Fe2O3 particle size and it is seen that, SSA increases dramatically as the
size of materials decreases and small sizes particles have high chemical
reactivity than the larger one. The variation of lattice strain with α-
Fe2O3 particle size is shown in Fig. 4(b). It is seen that, the lattice strain
changes abruptly with particle size. Dislocation density with α-Fe2O3

particles size plotted in Fig. 4(c) shows that dislocation density (DD)
increases while particle size decreases. It implies that the prepared
Fe2O3 nanoparticles have more strength and hardness than their bulk
(Fe2O3) counterpart [45]. The variation of crystallites/surface area (N)

with α-Fe2O3 particle size is illustrated in Fig. 4(d). It is seen that, the
crystallites/surface area increases as particle size decreases.

SEM analysis

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was used to confirm
the morphology and sizes of the synthesized iron and iron oxide sam-
ples. The Fig. 5(a) shows the image of iron with particle size distribu-
tion chart. The obtained results clearly show that the iron nanoparticles
have spherical shape. Although some particles are agglomerated, most
of the particles can be identified by nanometer scale. The average size
of Fe nanoparticles calculated from SEM images, were found to be
27.93 nm with standard deviation 8.77 (minimum size= 18.61 nm,
maximum size= 39.38 nm). The SEM picture of iron oxide (α-Fe2O3) is
shown in Fig. 5(b), which reveals the formation of the nanoparticles
with spherical-shaped. Although there are some agglomeration of α-
Fe2O3 nanoparticles in some areas the average particles size were cal-
culated as 27.98 nm with standard deviation 6.03 (minimum
size= 14.57 nm, maximum size= 42.69 nm). Table 1 represents the
variation in particle size calculated from XRD and SEM data.

Fig. 8. FTIR spectra of (a) PVA, (b) Iron/PVA, (c) Iron/PVA/Chitosan, (d) Iron oxide/PVA, and (e) Iron oxide/PVA/Chitosan.
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EDS analysis

The EDS graphs of synthesized iron and iron oxide nanoparticles are
shown in Fig. 6. Table 2 shows the summarized atomic mass percentage
of Fe or Fe and O obtained from EDX spectra of Fe and α-Fe2O3 na-
noparticles with comparison of their theoretical values. The kinetic
energy of the emitted electrons for iron (Fe) atom energy is 6.398 keV
and for oxygen atom (O) 0.525 keV. Thus, EDS spectrum at Fig. 6(a)
indicates the sample contains 100% iron (Fe). On the other hand, the
Fig. 6(b) shows that, the average atomic mass percentage of sample are
68.06% Fe and 31.94% O, which is in good agreement with those of the
theoretical values of 70% Fe and 30% O in α-Fe2O3 compound. Thus,
from the investigation, it is clear that the produced nano-sized particles
were α-Fe2O3.

Evaluation of magnetic properties

The produced dark brown reddish iron oxide nanoparticles, strongly
attracted on magnetic bar, are paramagnetic in nature [46]. Fig. 7 re-
presents the frequency dependent real permeability [47] of synthesized
Fe and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles in the frequency range of 1 kHz to
40MHz at 0.5 Volt and 30 °C. It was seen that the real permeability of
iron nanoparticles decreased upon increasing frequency till the value
reached at 6000 kHz. After that the permeability increased with in-
creasing frequency until 20MHz and then started to decrease. For iron
oxide nanoparticles, permeability decreased gradually with increasing
frequency. Flat profile at high frequency indicates that Fe and α-Fe2O3

nanoparticles have good high frequency stability.

FTIR analysis

Characteristic absorption of Iron, Iron oxide nanoparticles, PVA and
Chitosan matrix have been tabulated in the Table 3. Also, FTIR spectra

of PVA, Fe/PVA, Fe/PVA/Chitosan, α-Fe2O3/PVA and α-Fe2O3/PVA/
Chitosan are shown in Fig. 8. The characteristic absorption bands of
PVA occurred at 3272.45 cm−1 is assignable to the stretching vibration
of OeH absorption, 2922.48 cm−1 is assignable to asymmetric
stretching of CeH, 2853.92 cm−1 is symmetric stretching of CeH
[48,49]. The characteristic absorptions of the chitosan are at
2920.79 cm−1 and 3274.87 cm−1 are assignable to the CeH and NeH
absorption respectively [50].

From the IR spectra of Fe/PVA and Fe2O3/PVA nanocomposites, all
the absorption peaks of PVA are found and noticeably it is seen that
characteristic peak of OH stretching was shifted from 3272.45 cm−1 to
3282.57 cm−1 indicating the interactions of Fe or Fe2O3 with the PVA
matrix in the composites.

But when Chitosan was added to Fe2O3/PVA forming Fe2O3/PVA/
Chitosan composite, the OH absorption peak of PVA again shifted at
lower frequency (3271.90 cm−1) indicating the mutual interaction of
OH of PVA, Fe2O3 and NH group of chitosan. The characteristic ab-
sorption peak of iron and iron oxide can not be seen in the FTIR spectra
of Fe/PVA/Chitosan and α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan composites films. This
is probably due to the presence of low percentage content of nano-
particles in the composites. Again, the nanoparticles were ingrained in
the PVA and Chitosan matrix which could suppress the absorption band
of Iron and Iron oxide resulting the missing of characteristic IR ab-
sorption of the nanoparticles in composites.

Mechanical properties of the films

Tensile properties of fabricated PVA nanoparticles/PVA and nano-
particles/PVA/Chitosan composites with different Fe and α-Fe2O3

loadings are tabulated in Table 4 and the representative graphs are il-
lustrated in Fig. 9. According to the Fig. 9(a) and (b) it is clear that, due
to incorporation of Fe and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles in PVA matrix, both
the tensile strength and elongation were decreased as compared to mere
PVA film. It is also seen that, upon increasing the concentration of
nanoparticles, the tensile strength increased slightly. Increase of na-
noparticles concentration influenced on rigidity of nanocomposites,
thus, they become more rigid due to addition of more nanoparticles
[51] resulting in slight increase of the tensile strength. Also, the ag-
gregation of nanoparticles became less effective to the localized varia-
tion of film thickness. On the other hand, the elastic modulus of the
films was increased with increasing nanoparticles concentration [52] as
shown in the Fig. 9(c).

The mechanical properties of polymer nanocomposite depend on
the interaction between the matrix and the fillers [53]. Nanocomposites
fabricated from various polymers and nanoparticles do not always ex-
hibit improved tensile strength. Sometimes, agglomeration of nano-
particles inside the polymer matrices becomes responsible for de-
creasing the tensile strength. This implies that the interfacial bonding
between matrix and particle is not strong enough to bear large me-
chanical stress, as because of inhomogeneous dispersion of nano-
particles [53]. The presence of highly stiff Fe and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles
in polymer matrix is responsible for enhancing the elastic modulus and
lowering the elongation of the polymer. Generally, with increment of
load the material tend to deform. But the deformation can be resisted by
incorporating nanomaterials in the matrix. Because of having high
surface energy as well as high surface area to volume fraction, nano-
particles easily interact with the matrix material by forming bond.
Additionally, due to their nano size they can easily fill the inter-
molecular space into polymer matrix. In this way, the movement of
dislocations becomes suppressed that makes the material brittle and
hard. Thus, presence of nanomaterials in polymer matrix resists the
deformation. Therefore, the composite can bear more loads, resulting
higher elastic modulus and lower elongation compared with pure
polymer alone.

Most significantly, the nanoparticles/PVA/Chitosan films showed
better tensile strength, elongation and elastic modulus compared with

Table 4
Tensile properties of Fe and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles dispersed PVA and PVA/
Chitosan nanocomposite films.

No. Nanoparticle
concentration
(wt.%)

Sample
name

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Elastic
modulus
(MPa)

Elongation
(%)

1 PVA 8.35 32.56 242.5

2 2% Fe/PVA 6.48 29.15 116.1
Fe/PVA/
Chitosan

7.08 21.60 114.3

3 5% Fe/PVA 6.82 31.26 112.4
Fe/PVA/
Chitosan

7.69 23.53 116.8

4 9% Fe/PVA 7.29 34.47 106.2
Fe/PVA/
Chitosan

8.19 28.84 101.7

5 16.7% Fe/PVA 7.78 38.54 98.7
Fe/PVA/
Chitosan

8.83 35.59 92.8

6 2% Fe2O3/PVA 6.92 31.25 200.0
Fe2O3/PVA/
Chitosan

9.67 33.67 198.6

7 5% Fe2O3/PVA 7.69 33.55 196.0
Fe2O3/PVA/
Chitosan

10.98 38.46 194.8

8 9% Fe2O3/PVA 7.94 37.56 155.3
Fe2O3/PVA/
Chitosan

11.24 41.78 174.6

9 16.7% Fe2O3/PVA 8.46 41.87 124.8
Fe2O3/PVA/
Chitosan

12.15 45.69 156.8
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the nanoparticles/PVA films. From the Fig. 9(a)–(c) it is also seen that
in presence of chitosan tensile strength and elastic modulus shows
higher values than pure PVA polymer. Chitosan, as a stabilizing agent
with its mechanical strength, excellent film-forming ability and brid-
ging role between the metal/metal oxide reinforcement and PVA matrix
contributes to the higher mechanical performances as compared to that

of nanoparticles reinforced composites without Chitosan. Among Fe/
PVA/Chitosan films and α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan films, the later one
showed better mechanical properties and it is due to the greater elec-
trostatic interaction between the oxide group of α-Fe2O3 and amino
functional chitosan molecules [54]. The improved mechanical proper-
ties are also due to the formation of polymer crosslinking i.e.

Fig. 9. Variation of (a) tensile strength, (b) elongation and (c) elastic modulus with nanoparticle concentration of the produced nanocomposite films.

Fig. 10. Schematic illustration for the interactions in (a) Fe/PVA/Chitosan and (b) α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan nanocomposite.
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interaction between PVA–Chitosan polymer chains. The mechanical test
confirms the superior properties of fabricated α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan
composite, on that account; these composites can be used successfully
in biomedical sectors.

The possible interactions among the functional groups presented in
fabricated polymer nanocomposites are illustrated in Fig. 10(a) and (b)
for Fe/PVA/Chitosan and α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan respectively. It can be
assumed from in the Fig. 10(a) that, Fe might contribute electrons to
electronegative oxygen of the hydroxy groups of the both PVA and
Chitosan resulting partial positive charge to the Fe (as Feδ+). The de-
veloped positive charged Feδ+ might be compensated by the sharing of
lone pair electrons of nitrogen (eNH2) of the chitosan. On the other
hand, the other possible hydrogen bonding among the hydroxyl-hy-
droxyl and hydroxyl-amino groups of PVA and Chitosan chains. The
overall mechanism ultimately creates a bonding network in the Fe/
PVA/Chitosan composite. For the α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan composite,
Fig. 10(b) illustrate that the hydrogen bonding among the oxygen of
Fe2O3 and hydroxyl hydrogen of PVA and chitosan dominate the
bonding network. All other the interactions of Fe/PVA/Chitosan com-
posite (as shown in Fig. 10(a) also prevail in the α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan
composite. The overall mechanism ultimately creates a bonding net-
work in the α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan composite. As a result, it is ex-
pected to have improved dimensional and mechanical properties in
fabricated nanocomposites. Comparing to the two composites, α-
Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan might have stronger bonding strength compare to
that of the Fe/PVA/Chitosan composite which ultimately predict that α-
Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan should have better dimensional stability and
mechanical properties.

Conclusion

In this study, the iron and iron oxide nanoparticles were synthesized
by chemical reduction method and sol-gel method respectively. These
synthesized nanoparticles were dispersed (2–16.67 wt%) into synthetic
PVA and natural chitosan polymer matrix to fabricate novel nano-
composites such as Fe/PVA/Chitosan and α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan by
solvent casting method. XRD patterns of the synthesized nanoparticles
confirmed the production of cubic Fe nanoparticles and hexagonal α-
Fe2O3 nanoparticles with average diameter of 8.31 nm and 18.55 nm
respectively. On the contrary, SEM images of the nanoparticles showed
relatively larger particle sizes of average diameter of 27.93 nm for Fe
and 27.98 nm for α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. From SEM image, it was
confirmed that the produced nanoparticles have spherical morphology
with some agglomeration. The EDS spectrum also indicates the for-
mation of pure Fe and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. From the impedance
analyzer analysis, it was seen that iron and iron oxide nanoparticles
have high frequency stability. For all concentration of the nanoparticles
loading, α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan nanocomposite films showed better
tensile strength, elongation and elastic modulus than that of Fe/PVA/
Chitosan films. Therefore, fabricated novel α-Fe2O3/PVA/Chitosan
nanocomposite would be potential material for biomedical applications
such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), wound dressings, Cartilage
replacements, contact lenses, tissue engineering, cell/enzyme im-
mobilization, magnetic field stimulated drug delivery systems, bio-
sensors as well as many other industrial processes.
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